
SAMPLES INFORMATION SHEET

LIGHT FINGERING, STRIPED & BEADED
The smooth yarns and loose tension give a wonderful 
drape, enhanced by the weight of the beads. The 
beads add sparkle, making a lightweight day-to-
evening shawl.

YARN
Yarn A (blue): Whimzy Sokkusu O, 100% superwash 
merino, 396m/433yds per 120g/4.2oz skein, 
1 x Lapis. 
Yarn B (pastels): Malabrigo Sock, 100% superwash 
merino, 400m/440yds per 100g/3.5oz skein, 
1 x Indiecita (416)
Yarn A was used up & 10g of yarn B was leftover.
BEADS
Debbie Abrahams, Size 6, 500 beads per packet.
On yarn A picots: Denim (43). Allow 100 beads.
On yarn B picots: Ice Blue (42). Allow 100 beads.
SIZE
76 picots along each side. Blocked to 163cm/64” 
along each long side (total length incl points 183cm/
6ft) x 47cm/19” wide. After drying & unpinning, 
bounced back to 160cm total length incl points x 
40cm/16” wide excluding picots.
GAUGE
25 sts x 36 rows before blocking, 21 sts x 34 rows 
after wet blocking & drying, over 10 cm square in 
stocking stitch (stockinette) with 4mm/US 6 needles.

LIGHT FINGERING, STRIPED & UNBEADED
Again, the smooth yarns and loose tension make a 
soft, draping fabric. Squash it up into an elegant 
lightweight scarf, or drape it around your shoulders 
in Autumn or indoors. This sample was blocked into 
a longer, narrower shape than the blue shawl 
opposite.

YARN
Whimzy Sokkusu O, 100% superwash merino, 396m/
433yds per 120g/4.2oz skein, 
Yarn A: 1 x Slice of Orange
Yarn B: 1 x 2 November 1983
The sample knitter went to the wire on using up the 
yarn; she had 3m of Yarn A left and 3g of yarn B. You 
might not wish to cut it so close!
SIZE
71 picots along each long side.
Blocked hard for length. Blocked to 166cm/66” along 
each long side (total length incl points 186cm/74”) x 
43cm/17” wide. After drying & unpinning, bounced 
back to 165cm/65” total length incl points x 36cm/
15” wide excluding picots.
GAUGE
19 sts x 38 rows after blocking & drying (reflecting 
the longer and narrower shape after blocking)
over 10 cm square in stocking stitch (stockinette) 
with 4mm/US 6 needles.
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4PLY, ONE COLOUR, UNBEADED
The pattern really needs 400m/440yd skeins to work 
a 2-colour stripe, and this yarn is 365m/399yd per 
skein. It’s almost a sportweight and looks best on 
maximum 3.5mm needles, for a warm, snuggly 
fabric. So, this time I went for 3 skeins in this striking 
hand-dyed to make a cosy shawl to take you from 
Autumn walks to Winter weather. It’s a much more 
substantial thing.

YARN
Fyberspates Vivacious 4ply; 100% superwash merino; 
365m/399yds per 100g skein. 3 x Tweed Imps (601)
15g was leftover; you can tell I made this sample 
because I’m more cautious than everyone else!
SIZE
84 picots along each long side.
Steamed lightly to 150cm/60” along each long side 
(total length incl points 165cm/66”) x 42cm/17” 
wide. 
GAUGE
23 sts x 36 rows over 10 cm square in stocking 
stitch (stockinette) with 3.5mm/US 4 needles.

DK, ONE COLOUR, UNBEADED
I wanted to show that the pattern really does work in 
different weights. In DK, it starts to become 
sculptural. It’s such a different thing compared to an 
airy, light fingering with beads! This is going to be 
perfect in deepest winter, keeping out icy blasts in 
style. The heavier weight shows the semi-solid 
nature of the yarn so clearly, restricted to this 
sophisticated tonal range.

YARN
Fyberspates Vivacious DK; 100% superwash merino; 
230m/251yds per 115g skein. 3 x Silver & Bronze 
(803). Just 5g was leftover, which is cutting it very 
close when it’s a 345g project.
SIZE
64 picots along each long side.
Steamed lightly to 135cm/54” along each long side 
(total length incl points 150cm/60”) x 38cm/15” 
wide. 
GAUGE
21 sts x 29 rows over 10 cm square in stocking 
stitch (stockinette) with 4.5mm/US 7 needles.
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